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Selected Articles: A Tit for Tat on US Aggression?

By Global Research News
Global Research, September 04, 2017

Global  Research  strives  for  peace,  and  we  have  but  one  mandate:  to  share  timely,
independent and vital information to readers across the globe. We act as a global platform
to let the voices of dissent, protest, and expert witnesses and academics be heard and
disseminated internationally.

We need to stand together to continuously question politics,  false statements, and the
suppression of independent thought.

.

Stronger  together:  your  donations  are  crucial  to  independent,  comprehensive  news
reporting in the ongoing battle against media disinformation. (click image above to donate)

*     *     *

British Troops Withdraw From South Syria, End Training to Militants

By Andrew Illingworth, September 04, 2017

Just like US military personnel who were also part of the so-called “moderate opposition”
training program in southern Syria, British special forces troops operated from a coalition
base established at the town of al-Tanf near Syria’s border with Iraq.
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Video: 9/11 and the Global War on Terrorism

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky and James Corbett, September 04, 2017

9/11 marks the onslaught of the “Global War on Terrorism” (GWOT), used as a pretext and a
justification by the US and its NATO allies to carry out a “war without borders”, a global war
of conquest.

Did Defense Secretary James Mattis Commit War Crimes in Iraq?

By Aaron Glantz, September 04, 2017

Retired Gen. James Mattis earned the nickname “Mad Dog” for leading U.S. Marines into
battle in Fallujah, Iraq, in April 2004. In that assault, members of the Marine Corps, under
Mattis’  command,  shot  at  ambulances  and  aid  workers.  They  cordoned  off  the  city,
preventing civilians from escaping. They posed for trophy photos with the people they killed.

Unnerving the Donald: North Korea’s Sixth Nuclear Test

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, September 04, 2017

Given that China does trade with Pyongyang, the cessation of trade between the US and the
world’s second largest economy is bound to be an own goal of dramatic idiocy. Doing so will
make  the  US  smaller  rather  than  great,  somewhat  against  the  current  puffy  rhetoric
preferred  in  the  White  House.

North Korea: “Annihilation”, “Massive Military Response” or Economic Warfare?

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, September 04, 2017

What is significant is that without South Korea’s cooperation, the US will not be in a position
to  effectively  initiate  military  procedures  against  the  DPRK.  Hopefully,  peace  negotiations
(with the support of China, Russia and South Korea) could emerge.

Russia Protests US Searches of Its Diplomatic Facilities

By Stephen Lendman, September 03, 2017
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Newly arrived Russian ambassador to Washington Anatoly Antonov can expect rough waters
to navigate in his new post, operating in hostile territory.

Moscow  will  react  “professionally  and  calmly”  to  America’s  latest  affront,  not  with
“hysterical impulses,” he said. Tough sanctions imposed in early August didn’t make things
easier.
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